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Building on the National Indigenous Dialogue on Climate Change (November, 2018) & the

National First People's Gathering on Climate Change (March, 2021)

Understanding and connecting parallel climate knowledge through western systems and

ancient lore

The Hub's commitment to strong, lasting, and respectful partnership with Indigenous Australians

The Hub can be a conduit for stories coming out from Country to the national level

INTRO

The second IDA Seminar Series event approached the topic of climate change, and discussed what

the impacts may be on ranger work into the future. We were joined by Jimmy Cocking, Principal

Consultant for Northern Possibilities, and Rowena Bullio, the Indigenous Facilitator with the Climate

Systems Hub. Gareth Catt, IDA's Major Projects Manager Chaired the session.

ROWENA BULLIO - Climate Systems Hub

Rowena introduced Simon Marsland, the Climate Systems Hub Leader who provided an overview of

the role of the Climate Systems Hub, one of four hubs under the National Environmental Science

Program (NESP). Rowena followed up with 'Developing and Building on Existing Indigenous

Partnerships'.

Key points from the presentation included;

For further information, please contact Rowena at rowena.bullio@anu.edu.au
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Vegetation changing with more carbon dioxide and temperature rises

Animals are dying from heat and lack of water

Flooding rains, prolonged drought, and more intense heatwaves are changing the landscape

Rangers and traditional owners are well placed to observe these changes first hand

IPCC 2022 report stated the need to reduce emissions to have chance to adapt

We need to come up with our own words and language for understanding climate change in

the desert

JIMMY COCKING - Northern Possibilities 

The desert is changing rapidly due to global warming. The effects of a hotter desert will be

manyfold. The IDA is interested in understanding how Indigenous ranger programs will need to

change and adapt in this environment and as such Jimmy is consulting to help address these issues.

Today he presented on 'Changing with the Climate'.

Key points from presentation included;

For further information, please contact Jimmy at jimmy@northernpossibilities.com.au or 0423 511 931

Climate snapshot
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DISCUSSION

Following Rowena and Jimmy's presentations, the session was opened up for questions, and for

attendees to share their experiences of changes to Country as a result of climate changes.

The proliferation of buffel grass was the dominant theme raised and the Warburton Rangers

especially provided an overview of how it continues to spread and thicken. Issues that they shared

included buffel choking out soaks and rockholes, reducing native fruits and bush ticker so that

harvesting yielded little success. When Rangers were young they could fill billy cans with berries but

now there are none. All the changes to Country mean you can't share knowledge with young

people. Buffel hides tracks, and important sites, and outcompetes native vegetation. They

explained how sad this made them all feel, not just the negative impact to Country itself, but how it

impacted generational knowledge transfer.

Increased and prolonged hot weather has seen kangaroos die from dehydration, and reduced fire

seasons.

Comments around integrating climate change into Healthy Country Planning were raised. Needs to

be driven up by people raising changes seen on Country into HCP, as well as be a topic HCP

planners should raise and discuss in planning sessions.

THANKS

Our thanks to all members of the Climate Systems Hub that attended and spoke; Rowena Bullio,

Simon Marsland, and Tahnee Burgess, as well as Jimmy Cocking from Northern Possibilities.
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